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ABSTRACT
The Canola Association of Australia’s blackleg resistance rating for commercial canola cultivars
uses plant survival as a measure of disease resistance. Plant survival is assessed by taking
plant counts at emergence and then at maturity; that is before and after disease infection.
These counts are then used to form a derived variable: plant counts at maturity expressed as a
percentage of plant counts at emergence, which is then subject to mixed model analysis. Our
study instead proposes a bivariate linear mixed model approach, where the two counts are
treated as two ‘traits’, which are log transformed before analysis. We demonstrate this approach
to the analysis of the nine blackleg disease resistance trials from the 2009 growing season.
From the bivariate model, Best Linear Unbiased Predictors (BLUPs) of variety effects at the two
sampling times were used to produce two plots, which represented three possible indices for
selection: counts at emergence, counts at maturity and percentage survival score. In this paper,
we discuss these plots for the two disease nurseries; Baker’s Hill and Bordertown. The bivariate
mixed model approach to the analysis of blackleg disease resistance provided a more detailed
‘picture’ of the impact of disease resistance in comparison to using a single derived variable
from these two traits.
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INTRODUCTION
Blackleg disease of canola (Brassica napus L.), caused by Leptosphaeria maculans, is one of
the most economically devastating diseases of canola in Australia and worldwide (West et al.,
2001). Varietal resistance in commercial cultivars is one of the main methods of reducing the
impact of blackleg on Australia farming systems (Balesdent et al., 2001). The blackleg
resistance ratings in Australia for canola cultivars are published annually by the Canola
Association of Australia with disease nurseries run by public and private plant breeding
programs coordinated by the National Blackleg Group. Disease resistance is measured by
counting the number of seedlings after emergence and then recounting the total number of
plants at maturity for each plot. The protocol has been to compute, for each plot, a derived
variable, namely the counts at maturity expressed as a percentage of the counts at emergence,
called ‘percent survival’. This variable is then subject to a transformation before mixed model
analysis. We will refer to this method as the historical approach. We instead propose a bivariate
mixed model analysis in which the two traits are the counts taken at emergence and at maturity.
These counts are then subject to log transformation before a bivariate linear mixed model
analysis. The aim of this analysis is to demonstrate that the bivariate model is preferred for the
analysis of plant survival data.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this paper we consider two of the nine blackleg nurseries from 2009, namely Baker’s Hill
(WA) and Bordertown (SA). The number of varieties tested in each nursery was 57 and 74
respectively. At Bordertown varieties were grown in sub-trials depending on their chemistry
type. Full details of the data and statistical methods are given in Ganesalingam et al. (2011).

RESULTS
For the disease nurseries at Baker’s Hill and Bordertown, BLUPs of variety means at the two
sampling times, emergence and maturity were used to produce two plots. The first was of
BLUPs of variety means at emergence plotted against BLUPs of variety means at maturity,
Figs. 1 & 3. The second was of the difference between BLUPs of variety means at emergence
and maturity (note this corresponds to the percent survival scale) plotted against BLUPs of
variety means at emergence, Figs. 2 & 4.

Fig. 1. Predicted variety means at emergence plotted against predicted variety means
at maturity from the bivariate model for the disease nursery at Baker’s Hill. The axes are on
a log scale with the back-transformed scale (i.e. plant counts) shown inside each axis. The
regression line represents the regression of maturity against emergence counts.
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Fig. 2. The difference between predicted variety maturity and emergence means (corresponds
to percentage survival when back transformed, these values are shown on the inside of the
axes) plotted against predicted variety means at emergence from the bivariate model for the
disease nursery at Baker’s Hill.

DISCUSSION
The bivariate model enables an observation of the genetic effects of each trait at a disease
nursery. In Figs. 1 & 3 it can be seen that there is genetic variation for emergence at the Baker’s
Hill and Bordertown disease nurseries. At Baker’s Hill, emergence counts ranged from 15 to 90
counts and at Bordertown the emergence counts ranged from 10 to 60 counts. While such
variation for emergence is known to be an issue at disease nurseries, the bivariate approach
has for the first time enabled this to be quantified. Variation for emergence could arise from
seed source variation (Ellis and Roberts, 1980; Forcella et al., 2000) or from the impact of
blackleg disease on seedling emergence (Li et al., 2007; Sosnowski et al., 2001). A bivariate
approach enables an insight into trait based variation, which would not have been observed
under the historical method of analysis.
The regression line of maturity on emergence (implicit in the bivariate analysis) was
indicated on each of the plots. The slope of the regression line was 0.62 for Bordertown and
0.75 for Baker’s Hill. Both these slope values demonstrate a strong linear relationship between
traits despite the fact that the genetic variation in the two traits may arise from different causes.
The relationship between emergence and percentage survival scores of varieties can be
seen in Figs. 2 & 4. These plots often show a re-ranking of varieties compared to the plots of
maturity counts against emergence counts. For example, at the Baker’s Hill disease nursery the
plot of percentage survival scores against emergence (Fig. 2) shows that variety 46Y83 had an
average percent survival value of only 60%, however in the plot of maturity against emergence
counts (Fig. 1), 46Y83 had the highest emergence and maturity counts at the disease nursery.
These plots of variety BLUPs at the two sampling times thus provides 3 indices of selection
against blackleg disease resistance, namely emergence counts, maturity counts and
percentage survival scores. It is then up to the breeder’s discretion which disease resistance
index (or indices) to select by.
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This paper has demonstrated that a bivariate mixed model approach affords substantially
more information on variety performance compared with the historic approach and so is
preferred for the analysis of plant survival data. Future research will aim to extend this bivariate
mixed model method within this Multi Environment Trial (MET) framework of analysis.

Fig. 3. Predicted variety means at emergence plotted against predicted variety means
at maturity from the bivariate model for the disease nursery at Bordertown. The axes are on
a log scale with the back-transformed scale (i.e. plant counts) shown inside each axis. The
regression line represents the regression of maturity against emergence counts.
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Fig. 4. The difference between predicted variety maturity and emergence means (corresponds
to percentage survival when back transformed, these values are shown on the inside of the
axes) plotted against predicted variety means at emergence from the bivariate model for the
disease nursery at Bordertown.
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